ABSTRACT Location fingerprint (LF) has been widely applied in indoor positioning. However, the existing studies on LF mostly focus on the fingerprint of Wi-Fi below 6 GHz, bluetooth, ultra wideband, and so on. The LF with millimeter-wave (mmWave) was rarely addressed. Since mmWave has the characteristics of narrow beam, fast signal attenuation, and wide bandwidth, and so on, the positioning error can be reduced. In this paper, an LF positioning method with mmWave is proposed, which is named direction of arrival (DoA)-LF. Besides received signal strength indicator of access points (APs), the fingerprint database contains DoA information of APs, which is obtained via DoA estimation. Then the impact of the number of APs, the interval of reference points, the channel model of mmWave and the error of DoA estimation algorithm on positioning error is analyzed with Cramer-Rao lower bound. Finally, the proposed DoA-LF algorithm with mmWave is verified through simulations. The simulation results have proved that mmWave can reduce the positioning error due to the fact that mmWave has larger path loss exponent and smaller variance of shadow fading compared with low frequency signals. Besides, accurate DoA estimation can reduce the positioning error.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of mobile Internet, the location based services and applications such as mobile social networks, online maps and online-to-offline (O2O) services are developing rapidly, which makes the positioning technologies critical for modern life. The global navigation satellite system (GNSS) consisting of GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, BDS, etc. is efficient in outdoor environment. However, in indoor environment, because satellite signal is blocked by roofs and walls of buildings, GNSS does not work, which triggers the studies on indoor positioning.
LF positioning plays an important role in complex indoor environment because it does not require line-of-sight (LOS) measurement [1] . The scenario of LF positioning is illustrated in Fig. 1 . There are five APs in a specific indoor environment. The features of received signals from all APs are measured at reference points (RPs), which constitute LF database. When a device appears at a spot, it measures the features of all APs to find the RPs with similar features. Then the estimated location can be the mean of the locations of K RPs with most similar features, which is K nearest node (KNN) method. Among LF positioning systems, WiFi fingerprint systems are most widely studied and applied in indoor positioning. Except of WiFi fingerprint, UWB fingerprint systems are also studied [1] , [2] . Besides, with the development of bluetooth low energy (BLE) subsystem, which is ''designed for machine type communication'' [3] , BLE devices will be more and more dense in buildings. Hence bluetooth LF based positioning is also applied in indoor positioning [4] .
The schemes of LF based indoor positioning focus on the construction of radio map [5] , [6] , the contour-based LF method [7] , the gradient-based fingerprinting [8] , the CSI-based indoor positioning [9] - [11] and machine learning based LF schemes [12] , [13] , etc. As to the construction of radio map in LF positioning, Jiang et al. in [5] constructed radio map via crowdsourcing collection. Jung et al. in [6] evaluated the performance of radio map construction methods in various environments. To provide accurate LF based indoor positioning, He and Chan in [7] developed the contour-based trilateration to combine the advantages of trilateration and fingerprinting [7] . Shu et al. in [8] proposed the gradient fingerprinting method to reduce the impact of varying RSSI on the accuracy of LF positioning. LF positioning schemes generally adopt RSSI information, however, the channel state information (CSI) contains more information, which can be exploited to improve the accuracy of indoor positioning. Wu et al. in [9] designed the fingerprinting system exploiting CSI to construct the propagation model to improve positioning accuracy. Wang et al. in [10] and [11] designed the CSI-based fingerprinting schemes via deep learning approach. The positioning problem is mathematically a regression problem. Besides, LF positioning methods have large amount of data in the offline database. Thus machine learning approaches can be adopted to solve the positioning problem. Mahfouz et al. in [12] proposed a kernel-based machine learning for LF positioning. Zou et al. in [13] applied extreme learning machine to solve indoor positioning problem.
Besides the design of positioning schemes, the analysis of positioning error is also an active area. Li in [14] proposed RSSI based positioning scheme without path loss model and the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) was derived to characterize the positioning error. Naik et al. in [15] studied the impact of the height of AP on the positioning accuracy and the CRLB is correspondingly derived. Jin et al. in [16] studied the performance of RSSI based LF positioning scheme using CRLB. And Hossain et al. in [17] analyzed the CRLB of signal strength difference based LF positioning scheme.
Overall, LF positioning schemes are mostly focused on the fingerprint of WiFi, Bluetooth, UWB, etc. To our best knowledge, there are rarely studies on LF positioning with mmWave. Because mmWave has the characteristics of narrow beam, fast signal attenuation and wide bandwidth, etc., mmWave signals can provide centimeter level ranging accuracy [18] - [20] . Besides, with the development of fifth generation mobile communication (5G), dense mmWave small cells will be widely deployed [21] , which makes LF positioning with mmWave to be realizable. In the standard of IEEE 802.11ad, 60 GHz mmWave for multi-gigabit-persecond WiFi is developed [22] . Besides, IEEE has also started the standardization of IEEE 802.11aj, which is a WLAN system operating at 45 GHz mmWave band [23] . Thus in the near future, LF positioning with mmWave is practical.
In this paper, an LF positioning method with mmWave is proposed, which may be promising in the era of 5G when APs with mmWave are widely deployed. We utilize the characteristics of narrow beam and fast signal attenuation of mmWave to reduce positioning error. The proposed LF positioning scheme is called DoA-LF, because the fingerprint database contains DoA information of APs besides RSSI information, which is obtained via DoA estimation. Then we select K candidate RPs with the most similar features and calculate their weighted mean through weighted K nearest neighbor (WKNN) algorithm, which is the final estimated location. It is noted that the value of K has an impact on the positioning error and there exists an optimal K that can minimize the positioning error. With DoA information of APs operating on mmWave spectrum band, the positioning error is significantly reduced compared with LF positioning with signal below 6 GHz. Then the impact of the number of APs, the interval of RPs, the variance of DoA estimation, the path loss exponent and the shadow fading of mmWave on the positioning error is analyzed via Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). Finally, the analysis results are verified by simulation results. The key parameters and notations in this paper are listed in Table 1 . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, system model is introduced. Section III presents the proposed DoA-LF algorithm. In Section IV, CRLB is achieved, which VOLUME 5, 2017 yields the impact of various parameters on the positioning error. Simulation results are provided in Section V to verify our scheme and analysis results. Finally, Section VI summarizes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The 60 GHz mmWave is adopted for multi-gigabit-persecond WiFi [22] . Hence 60 GHz mmWave is adopted in LF positioning. In this section, the channel model of 60 GHz mmWave and the process of LF positioning are presented.
A. 60 GHz mmWave CHANNEL MODEL
The channel model of 60 GHz mmWave is [24] , [25] 
where
λ ) is free-space path loss at a reference distance d 0 , which is generally set as d 0 = 1 m. The path loss exponent is n. X σ is the shadow fading factor modeled by a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance σ 2 s . In DoA-LF algorithm, besides RSSI information, DoA information is also needed, which can be obtained via multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm. Since MUSIC algorithm is well known in the area of array signal processing, we do not introduce MUSIC algorithm in this paper. Readers can refer to [30] for details. The MUSIC algorithm has lower computational complexity compared with other DoA algorithms. However, other DoA algorithms can also be adopted besides MUSIC algorithm. If a DoA algorithm has small error, the performance of positioning algorithm can be correspondingly improved.
B. DoA-LF POSITIONING ALGORITHM LF positioning plays an important role in complex indoor environment. LF positioning algorithm consists of two steps, namely, offline database construction and online matching. Weighted K nearest neighbor (WKNN) algorithm is widely applied in LF positioning [31] - [33] , where the weighted mean of the coordinates of K nearest RPs is calculated as the estimated coordinates. The weight coefficient w i is generally inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between the estimated point and ith RP [31] , [32] in the feature space spanning by the vectors containing RSSI and DoA information. Hence the estimated coordinates are as follows [31] , [32] .
where d i is the Euclidean distance in the feature space between the measured point and the ith RP. (x,ŷ) are the estimated coordinates and (x i , y i ) are the coordinates of ith RP. γ is normalized parameter and ε is a small positive number in order to prevent the denominator being zero.
III. THE PROPOSED DoA-LF ALGORITHM
In this section, the characteristics of mmWave, such as narrow beam and fast attenuation, are exploited to construct an LF positioning algorithm called DoA-LF algorithm. The DoA information of APs obtained by MUSIC algorithm is combined with the RSSI of APs to construct a new offline database for online matching. Then WKNN algorithm is adopted to calculate the estimated coordinates. Fig. 2 illustrates the process of proposed DoA-LF algorithm. Step 1: Obtain RSSI and DoA information from APs to each RP.
Q APs and M RPs are deployed in a specific area, which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The RSSIs of APs at each RP are measured, which are saved in a vector
Meanwhile, the MUSIC algorithm is adopted for DoA estimation. The directions of APs at each RP are measured, which are saved in a vector
It is noted that the RSSI and DoA information is obtained simultaneously.
Step 2: Construct offline database. Combining Q-dimensional RSSI vector and Q-dimensional direction vector, we obtain 2Q-dimensional vector [s i , ϕ i ] representing the features of ith RP. The vectors of all RPs span a feature space and construct the offline database for DoA-LF positioning with mmWave.
Step 3: Online matching.
Comparing RSSI and direction information of test point with the data in offline database, we can find out K nearest RPs whose features are closest to test point. Then we calculate the estimated coordinates via the weighted mean of K nearest RPs using (2) .
For example, in Fig. 3 , there are 4 APs and 77 RPs in an area. Firstly, an offline database is established, which consists of RSSI and DoA information of all RPs. Secondly, K = 4 candidate RPs with the most similar features are selected, which are denoted by the squares in Fig. 3 . Finally, the estimated coordinates can be obtained via calculating the weighted mean of the selected K = 4 candidate RPs.
IV. ANALYSIS OF POSITIONING ERROR
In the above section, the DoA-LF positioning algorithm with mmWave is proposed. In DoA-LF positioning algorithm, the number of APs, the interval of RPs, the channel model of mmWave and the error of DoA estimation have an impact on the positioning error. In this section, we analyze the impact of these parameters on positioning error, which can provide guideline for the selection of appropriate parameters in DoA-LF algorithm with mmWave.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , there are Q APs and M RPs. APs are distributed on the edge of a specific area denoted as area A. RPs are uniform distributed in area A. The location of test point is denoted as θ . DoA-LF algorithm generates the estimated point r with conditional probability Pr(r|θ ). The Euclidean distance between r and θ is d rθ . The conditional probability Pr(r|θ ) and the distance d rθ can represent positioning error. Besides, Pr(r|θ ) is related with d rθ . In LF positioning, one-to-one mapping can be established between 2Q-dimensional feature space and two-dimensional geolocation space. Thus the expression of conditional probability Pr(r|θ ) in two-dimensional geo-location space equals to the conditional probability Pr(s r , ϕ r |s θ , ϕ θ ) in 2Q-dimensional feature space, where s θ , ϕ θ , s r and ϕ r are the RSSI and DoA information of all APs at location θ and r respectively. Therefore the conditional probability Pr(r|θ ) is as follows.
The conditional probability Pr(s ir |s iθ ) denotes that the actual signal strength of ith AP at the test point is s iθ while the received signal strength of ith AP is s ir , which is the signal strength at location r. Pr(s ir |s iθ ) follows Gaussian distribution with mean s iθ and variance σ 2 s [17] , [36] . Meanwhile, Pr(ϕ ir |ϕ iθ ) denotes the conditional probability that the DoA of ith AP at test point is ϕ iθ while the estimated DoA of ith AP is ϕ ir , which is the DoA of ith AP at location r. Pr(ϕ ir |ϕ iθ ) also follows Gaussian distribution with mean ϕ iθ and variance σ 2 ϕ [37] , [38] . According to the path loss model of mmWave in (1), assuming that the transmit power of each AP is P t , the average signal strength at θ from ith AP is given by
where X σ is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance σ 2 s . d iθ is the distance between ith AP and the location θ .
CRLB is an effective tool to estimate the minimum variance of parameter estimation error [39] - [41] . In this subsection, the lower bound of the variance of DoA-LF algorithm error is analyzed by CRLB. Assuming that the test point is θ = (x, y) T , the unbiased estimation value of θ isθ = (x,ŷ) T , which is the weighted mean of K nearest RPs selected by DoA-LF algorithm. The covariance matrix ofθ is
where E(α) is the expectation of random variable α. var(α) is the variance of α. cov(α, β) is the covariance of random variables α and β. According to CRLB inequality, the covariance ofθ satisfies the following inequality [42] , [43] .
where J (θ) is fisher information matrix (FIM), which is defined as follows [40] , [43] .
where r is the corresponding coordinates of 2Q-dimensional observation features and f (r; θ ) is denoted as
According to one-to-one mapping relation between 2Q-dimensional feature space and two-dimensional geolocation space, the value of f (r|θ ) is provided in (3) 
where κ = 1 2π |A|σ s σ ϕ . d ir is the distance between ith AP and the location r. lg( * ) is a logarithmic function with base 10. Therefore the function log f (r; θ ) is as follows.
where log( * ) is a logarithmic function with base e. The value of η is
It is noted that d iθ and ϕ iθ are functions of x and y, whose expressions are
which are illustrated by Fig. 4 .
In order to obtain (8), we first derive the first order partial derivatives as follows.
Then the second order derivatives can be derived, which are shown in (4), at the top of this page.
For ) and ϕ ir − ϕ iθ approximate zero. The entries of (4) become as follows.
Then the FIM J (θ) can be derived as follows.
where the entries of (16) are
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where J (θ ) is
Substituting (6) and (18) into (7), we have
Hence the CRLB Cθ of positioning error is
According to (21) , CRLB is an increasing function of σ 2 ϕ . Besides, CRLB is a decreasing function of η. Because of (12), we have conclusions as follows.
1) The variance of positioning error is increasing with the variance σ 2 s , which means that the positioning error is increasing with the increase of shadow fading factor.
2) The variance of positioning error is decreasing with path loss exponent n, which means that LF positioning error can be reduced when using the signal with large path loss exponent, such as mmWave. 3) In LF positioning with mmWave, when σ 2 ϕ is small, namely, the error of DoA estimation is small, the positioning error can be reduced.
Meanwhile, the variance of positioning error is also impacted by the interval of RPs and the number of APs. With the decreasing of the interval of RPs, the variance of positioning error is decreasing. However, when the interval is extremely small, the computational complexity of DoA-LF algorithm will be large. Besides, with the increasing of the number of APs, the positioning error can be reduced. However, when the number of APs is extremely large, the computational complexity of DoA-LF algorithm will be intolerable. Simulation results in Section V will support our analysis.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. DoA-LF ALGORITHM Firstly, the LF positioning scheme with mmWave is compared with the traditional LF positioning with 2.4 GHz WiFi. The path loss models of 60 GHz mmWave and 2.4 GHz WiFi under the same indoor NLOS 1 environment are given as follows [26] , [27] . In order to present the errors of different positioning methods, the probability of successful positioning within the range of location error, namely, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of LF positioning is simulated. Assume that the positioning error is E, which is a random variable. For any positioning error E = e in the horizontal axis, its corresponding CDF, namely, the value in vertical axis is the probability of E < e. Besides, the average positioning errors of different methods are simulated.
Firstly, the impact of path loss models of 2.4 GHz WiFi and 60 GHz mmWave on three different LF positioning algorithms, namely, the algorithms of NN, KNN and WKNN, is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . In Fig. 6 , the CDF curve of 60 GHz mmWave grows much faster than that of 2.4 GHz WiFi when using the same LF positioning algorithm. 2 The underlying reason is that mmWave has the characteristics of narrow beam and fast attenuation, which can increase the 2 The proposed DoA-LF algorithm also adopts WKNN operations. However, in this section, the algorithms of nearest node (NN), K nearest node (KNN) and weight K nearest node (WKNN) denote the LF positioning algorithms without DoA estimation, namely, they only use RSSI information. discrimination of RSSI and DoA information of different RPs and reduce the positioning error. Besides, the positioning error of 60 GHz mmWave is much higher than that of 2.4 GHz WiFi when using the same LF positioning algorithm. Moreover, WKNN algorithm yields the lowest error and the fastest convergence speed among the three LF algorithms for 60 GHz mmWave. Fig. 7 shows that 60 GHz mmWave yields less positioning error compared with 2.4 GHz WiFi. The average positioning error of 60 GHz mmWave is 68.9% less than 2.4 GHz WiFi. Fig. 8 , the RSSI of 2.4 GHz WiFi is higher than that of 60 GHz mmWave at the same RP, which verifies the fact that the attenuation of 60 GHz mmWave signal is faster than that of 2.4 GHz signal. Besides, the distribution of RSSIs of mmWave signal is more concentrated compared with 2.4 GHz signal, which can increase the discrimination of RSSI to reduce positioning error.
Then we analyze the performance of the proposed DoA-LF algorithm which uses RSSI and DoA information for hybrid LF positioning with mmWave. The performance is compared with other three LF algorithms, which is illustrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . Fig. 9 shows that the CDF curve of DoA-LF algorithm grows faster than other algorithms without DoA estimation, which means that the positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm is the lowest. Similarly, as illustrated in Fig. 10 , DoA-LF algorithm yields less positioning error compared with other algorithms. The average positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm is 1.32 meters, which is approximately 50% less than WKNN and KNN algorithm without DoA estimation.
Finally, we compare the performance of DoA-LF algorithm with mmWave, WKNN algorithm with 60 GHz mmWave and WKNN algorithm with 2.4 GHz WiFi. As illustrated in Fig. 11 , the positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm with 60 GHz mmWave is much lower than WKNN algorithm with 60 GHz mmWave and 2.4 GHz WiFi. As illustrated in Fig. 12 , the average error distance of DoA-LF algorithm is 1.37 meters, which is 48.5% less than WKNN with 60 GHz mmWave and 85.6% less than WKNN with 2.4 GHz WiFi. The relation between the average positioning error and K is illustrated in Fig. 13 to yield the optimal value of K in WKNN algorithm. It is noted that if K is small, the randomness is large and the average positioning error is large. On the contrary, if K is large, the disturbance from other RPs is correspondingly large and the average positioning error is also large. Thus there exists an optimal K to minimize the average positioning error, which is illustrated in Fig. 13 . Besides, the average positioning error for any K with mmWave is still smaller than that with low frequency signal.
Overall, we have verified that the positioning error can be reduced significantly when employing DoA-LF positioning algorithm with mmWave.
B. CRLB AND ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the simulation results are shown to analyze the impact of various parameters on the average positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm, which include the number of APs, the interval of RPs, the path loss exponent, the DoA estimation error and the variance of received signal strength. These simulations and analysis can verify our analysis of CRLB in section IV. Besides, they can provide a guideline for the selection of appropriate parameters in the proposed DoA-LF positioning algorithm. Firstly, we analyze the impact of the interval of RPs on average positioning error. Fig. 14 shows that the average positioning error is increasing with the increase of the interval of RPs. The curve y = x is plotted in Fig. 14 , where x denotes the interval of RPs and y denotes the average positioning error. It is noted that when the interval of RPs is too small, the average positioning error is larger than the interval of RPs, which is due to the fact that the CRLB has determined that the average positioning error cannot be as small as possible. Hence the interval of RPs does not have to be very small because the computational complexity of DoA-LF algorithm will be intolerable in this situation and the average positioning error is lower bounded by the CRLB. However, when the interval of RP is larger than a threshold, the average positioning error is smaller than the interval of RPs.
Then we analyze the impact of the number of APs on average positioning error. As illustrated in Fig. 15 , the positioning error is decreasing with the increase of the number of APs. Since the increase of the number of APs will enlarge the computational complexity, there is an optimal number of APs in order to balance the computational complexity and positioning error.
Finally, we analyze the impact of the variance of DoA estimation, the path loss exponent and the variance of received signal strength on the average positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm with mmWave. In Fig. 16 , the positioning error is decreasing with the increase of path loss exponent. In Fig. 17 , the positioning error is decreasing with the decrease of the variance of received signal strength. In Fig. 18 , the positioning error is decreasing with the decrease of the variance of DoA estimation. These results support our analysis results of CRLB in Section IV, which can be explained. When the path loss exponent is large, the discrimination of RSSI is correspondingly large, which can reduce positioning error. Besides, when the variance of signal intensity or DoA estimation is small, the fluctuation of RSSI or DoA estimation is correspondingly small, which can also reduce positioning error. However, the path loss exponent, the variance of received signal strength and the variance of DoA estimation are not controllable variables because they are impacted by the electromagnetic and physical environment. Therefore when the environment is not ideal, we can properly reduce the interval of RPs or increase the number of APs to bound positioning error.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the DoA-LF positioning algorithm is proposed, which incorporates the features of RSSI and DoA information into LF positioning. The characteristics of narrow beam and fast attenuation of mmWave are exploited to reduce positioning error. The DoA information obtained from MUSIC algorithm is combined with RSSI information to construct a joint offline database for online matching. Then the K candidate RPs with the most similar features are selected and their weighted mean is calculated, which is the estimated location. Moreover, the CRLB of DoA-LF positioning algorithm with mmWave is derived. Simulation results show that the positioning error of DoA-LF algorithm is much smaller than the algorithms without DoA estimation. Besides, the positioning error with mmWave is much smaller than that with low frequency signals. Moreover, we have shown that there exists an optimal K to minimize the positioning error via simulation. Finally, simulation results show that the positioning error is an increasing function of the shadow fading factor, the interval of RPs and the error of DoA estimation. And the positioning error is a decreasing function of the path loss exponent and the number of APs. The study of this paper may provide guideline for indoor positioning in the era of 5G with densely deployed mmWave small cells. 
